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A B S T R A C T

The manipulation of surface wettability, such as the usage of hydrophobic/hydrophilic hybrid surfaces, is a promising method to enhance boiling heat transfer. However, most studies on wettability manipulation are performed on a 2D bare plain surface without considering the influence of microstructures. In order to disclose the synergistic effects of heterogeneous wettability and microstructures, three types of 3D heterogeneous wetting microchannel surfaces (i.e., TS1, TS2, and TS3) that exhibit different wettability combinations of the inner surface and fin top surface are designed, fabricated, and characterized. The inner surfaces of different microchannels exhibit the same porous structures with a contact angle of 113.2° while the fin top surfaces prepared by different technologies exhibit contact angles of 88.6° (TS1), 8.6° (TS2), and 156.1° (TS3). Saturated boiling of water on the surfaces is experimentally investigated. The maximum heat transfer coefficient (HTC) of 365.0 kW/m\(^2\)K is obtained with TS3 and is 6.3 times that of the 2D bare plain surface (BS). The highest critical heat flux (CHF) of 162.7 W/cm\(^2\) is achieved with TS2 and increases by 60% when compared with that of the BS. The synergistic effects of wettability and microstructures on the boiling performance are summarized in terms of two aspects: (1) combinations of microstructures with hydrophobicity contribute to a high HTC at low heat fluxes and small superheat for the onset of boiling since microstructures provide potential bubble nucleation sites and hydrophobicity reduces the energy barrier of the phase change; (2) combinations of microstructures with hydrophilicity lead to a high CHF since microstructures exhibit a strong capillary pumping ability for liquid returning to the heated surfaces and hydrophilicity enhances liquid affinity with respect to the heated surface. Two bubble growth patterns termed ‘oblate bubble growth’ and ‘conical bubble growth’ are identified based on the observations and are observed as closely related to the synergistic effects of wettability and microstructures.

1. Introduction

Boiling is an important process in many industrial applications such as power plants, heat exchangers, and nuclear reactors \cite{1}. Boiling provides an efficient method to transfer high amounts of heat due to the high latent heat of vaporization while maintaining a small temperature increment. A boiling process is divided into several substages including heterogeneous nucleation on a heated surface, bubble growth, coalescence, and subsequent departure from the heated surface \cite{2}. The properties of a heated surface, such as wettability, roughness, and topology, significantly impact boiling performance \cite{3-7}. Thus, surface modification offers an effective method for boiling performance improvement. The key parameters that characterize boiling performance include the wall superheat for the onset of boiling (\(\Delta T_{\text{ONB}}\)), heat transfer coefficient (HTC), critical heat flux (CHF), and wall superheat corresponding to the CHF (\(\Delta T_{\text{CHF}}\)) \cite{8}. The wall superheat denotes the wall temperature increment from the saturation point of water for a given pressure. Based on Hsu’s theory \cite{9}, a prerequisite condition for vapor bubble survival and growth in cavity on a heated wall is that the wall and the adjacent liquid layer must be superheated while the extent of the superheat required depends on the surface properties such as wettability, roughness, and structure. With respect to the application of a given heat flux on a heated surface, a decrease in the wall superheat indicates improvements in the boiling heat transfer performance. As shown in Fig. 1, an enhanced boiling surface is expected to exhibit a lower \(\Delta T_{\text{ONB}}\), higher HTC, and higher CHF with a lower when compared with those in the original base surface, and the boiling curve for the enhanced surface shifts towards the left.

Currently, two main strategies of surface modification are used for boiling heat transfer enhancement. The aim of the first strategy involves
improving the boiling performance at low heat fluxes, and this is achieved by promoting bubble nucleation and thereby enhancing HTC. The technologies for the first strategy include reducing the surface wettability [10,11], roughening the surface [12], etching artificial cavities [13], and coating micro/nano structures [14-17]. The second strategy involves increasing the tolerance limit for extremely high heat fluxes, i.e., enhancing the CHF. The technologies for the strategy include increasing surface wettability [18,19] to obtain a higher liquid affinity and using capillary wicking structures [20] to promote liquid rewetting.

Surface wetting manipulation provides a flexible method for boiling heat transfer enhancement. For example, a reduction in wettability easily triggers bubble nucleation due to the decrease in the energy barrier of liquid/vapor phase change [21,22]. The increase in the bubble nucleation density and bubble generation frequency lead to a high dissipation rate of latent heat and increase HTC. Conversely, a hydrophilic surface exhibits a better liquid affinity ability, and this postpones the initiation of dry-out. The increased wettability facilitates the liquid rewetting of heated surface, and thereby increases CHF [18]. However, a homogeneous wetting surface is either hydrophilic or hydrophobic and does not satisfy multiple demands at different stages of boiling. For example, the CHF occurs earlier for a hydrophobic surface since several bubbles tend to adhere to the surface and aggregate into a large vapor film at high heat fluxes, blanket the heated surface, and hinder the liquid rewetting to the heated surface. Conversely, for a hydrophilic surface, $\Delta T_{\text{ONB}}$ increases and HTC decreases due to the lack of active bubble nucleation sites. In comparison, the heterogeneous wetting surfaces that juxtapose hydrophilic and hydrophobic areas are observed as a promising technique to equips the multiple goals of boiling performance improvement including a lower $\Delta T_{\text{ONB}}$, higher HTC, and higher CHF. For example, Betz et al. [23,24] investigated boiling heat transfer characteristics on surfaces with mixed hydrophilic and hydrophobic areas and observed that surfaces with networks combining hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions significantly enhanced CHF and HTC during pool boiling by 65% and 100%, respectively, when compared to those of a plain hydrophilic surface. Jo et al. [25] investigated the nucleate boiling on several heterogeneous wetting surfaces and the ratio of the region covered by hydrophobic dots and observed that the diameter of hydrophobic dots and pitch distance exhibit different effects on the boiling performance. He et al. [26] observed that an enhanced mixed-wettability evaporator surface enhances the heat transfer performance of a two-phase loop thermosiphon. Hsu et al. [27] investigated horizontal copper cylinder surfaces with two mixed types of wettability in pool boiling heat transfer and concluded that the area ratio and spatial configuration of the mixed surface influenced boiling heat transfer and bubble dynamics. Sujith et al. [28] fabricated three different heterogeneous wetting copper surfaces using a screen printing technique and investigated the effect of the wettability gradient on bubble dynamics. A leftward shift in pool boiling curves was observed with the heterogeneous wetting surface. The maximum HTC increased by 95% when compared with that of the plain reference.

The aforementioned studies demonstrate the superiority of heterogeneous wetting surface to homogeneous wetting surface with respect to enhancements in the boiling performance. However, most investigations are conducted in 2D bare plain surfaces and focus on the effects of wettability while neglecting the influences of microstructures. Recently, Jo et al. [29] performed a pioneer study on 3D heterogeneous wetting surfaces for boiling heat transfer enhancement. They observed that the micro-pillars in heterogeneous wetting surfaces interrupted bubble expansions and coalescences, delayed the formation of the large vapor mushroom, and thereby enhanced the CHF. However, there is a paucity of studies that focus on the effects of 3D heterogeneous wetting surfaces on boiling, and there is a significant lack of knowledge on the synergistic effects of wettability and microstructures. The objective of the study involves investigating the boiling heat transfer characteristics on 3D heterogeneous wetting surfaces with different wettability combinations and further revealing the synergistic effects of wettability and microstructures on boiling heat transfer performance. The main contributions of the study include: (1) designing and fabricating three types of 3D heterogeneous wetting microchannel surfaces; (2) evaluating pool boiling performance of water on the surfaces; (3) revealing the heat transfer mechanism and synergistic effects of wettability and microstructure; and (4) visualizing bubble dynamics and identifying bubble patterns in different surfaces.
2. Surface design, fabrication, and characterization

The conceptional design of the 3D heterogeneous wetting micro-channel surface is shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2a shows the ordinary 2D heterogeneous wetting surface where the hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions are juxtaposed without an altitude difference, and the structure is similar to those developed by Betz et al. [23], Jo et al. [25], and He et al. [26]. The 3D heterogeneous wetting microchannel surface proposed in the present study is shown in Fig. 2b and is composed of three sub-surfaces including the sidewall of the channel, bottom surface of the channel, and top surface of the fin. The entire inner surfaces of the microchannel including the sidewall and bottom surface exhibit the same wetting properties while the fin top surface exhibits a different wetting property. Based on the conceptional design, three types of 3D heterogeneous wetting microchannel surfaces that exhibit different combinations of the wetting property for the inner wall and fin top surface are fabricated using electrical discharge machining (EDM) and surface modification technologies (Fig. 3). The fabrication for all three test surfaces (TS1, TS2, and TS3) commences from a bare copper surface polished with a 5000-grit sandpaper (BS). Specifically, TS1 is directly manufactured on BS by EDM in which the fin top surface retains the original status of BS. With respect to TS2, thermal oxidation of BS is first conducted at 400 °C to form an oxidized copper layer, and EDM is subsequently used to fabricate the microchannel. In a manner different from TS1, the fin top surface of TS2 corresponds to a thermally oxidized copper surface (TOS). With respect to TS3, the first step also involves the thermal oxidation of BS to form TOS, and TOS is subsequently immersed in a fluorosilane/ethanol solution with a concentration of 1% (w/w) for 1 h, and EDM is subsequently used to manufacture the microchannel. The fin top surface of TS3 corresponds to a fluoridized copper oxide surface (FOS). It is noted that all the inner surfaces of the microchannel correspond to EDM fabricated copper surface (EDMS) for TS1, TS2, and TS3, which exhibit identical wetting property and surface topologies.

The contact angles of 3.5 μL deionized water droplet on different surfaces are measured using a contact angle tester (Dataphysics OCA15plus, Germany) with an accuracy of ± 0.1°. Given the difficulties in the direct measurement of the contact angles for the channel inner surface and fin top surface, four sample plain surfaces are prepared with the same fabrication technologies as those used in the 3D heterogeneous wetting surfaces. As shown in Table 1, the contact angles for the BS, EDMS, TOS, and FOS are 88.6°, 113.2°, 8.6°, and 156.1°, respectively. Thus, the BS is slightly hydrophilic (nearly neutral), EDMS is hydrophobic, TOS is almost superhydrophilic, and FOS is superhydrophobic. The combinations of EDMS (microchannel inner surface) with BS, TOS, and FOS (three types of fin top surfaces) constitute the 3D heterogeneous wetting surfaces of TS1, TS2, and TS3, respectively.

The topologies of different surfaces are characterized by SEM (HITACHI, SU-8010, Japan). Fig. 4a shows the morphology of the bare copper surface polished by a 5000-grit sandpaper where sparse cavities with the size of hundred nanometers to several micrometers are randomly distributed. With respect to the EDM fabricated copper surface shown in Fig. 4b, irregular porous microstructures with multiscale pores and cavities are produced via electric spark discharging. Fig. 4c shows the surface morphology of the thermally oxidized copper surface where oxidized copper particle stacks and clusters of 100–500 nm are formed. Additionally, as shown in the upper right illustration in Fig. 4c, irregular gulls exist among the particle stacks and particle clusters.

3. Boiling experiments

3.1. The test section and experimental setup

Four test surfaces including BS, TS1, TS2, and TS3 were directly fabricated on the top surface of a copper block, respectively. As shown in Fig. 5a, all the four test surfaces correspond to 15 mm × 15 mm square areas. With respect to the 3D microchannel surfaces (TS1, TS2, and TS3), the cross section of the microchannel is rectangular with a depth of 0.8 mm and width of 0.6 mm (Fig. 5b). Near the bottom

| Table 1: Contact angles of water droplets on different surfaces. |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| BS               | EDMS             | TOS              | FOS              |
| 88.6°            | 113.2°           | 8.6°             | 156.1°           |

Fig. 2. Concept of 3D hydrophilic/hydrophobic hybrid surfaces. (The black and grey indicate different wetting properties.)

Fig. 3. Three types of 3D heterogeneous wetting microchannel surfaces.
surface of the copper block, five cartridge heaters were inserted inside the copper block to provide the heat flux for boiling (Fig. 5a). Three K-type thermocouples with an equal spacing of 5.0 mm were arranged to measure the temperature distribution along the heat flow direction (Fig. 5b).

Fig. 6 shows a schematic of the pool boiling experimental setup used in the present study. The main components consist of a copper block, a water pool, a power supply module, a condenser, an auxiliary heater, a high-speed camera, and a data acquisition system. The test surface fabricated on the top of the copper block is immersed in water. The water pool is 200 mm wide, 200 mm long, and 400 mm high, and its side wall consists of Pyrex glass that facilitates the visualization of bubble dynamics. The liquid level inside the pool is 300 mm. In order to maintain the mass conservation inside the pool, a coiled condenser was placed on the top inside the pool. The auxiliary electric heater was used to maintain the pool temperature at the saturated state of atmosphere pressure. The copper block outside the pool was wrapped with thermal insulation material to reduce heat loss. A high-speed camera (XIMEA, XIQ, Germany) was used to record the bubble behavior. A PXIe-1073 data acquisition system with PXIe-4353 temperature module (National Instruments, USA) was used to record the temperature. A LabVIEW (National Instruments, USA) virtual instrument program was used to display and calculate the surface temperature and heat flux.

3.2. Data reduction and uncertainties

The heat flux to the test surface is calculated based on one-dimensional Fourier heat conduction equation as follows:

\[ q = -K_{Cu} \frac{dT}{dx} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( K_{Cu} \) denotes the thermal conductivity of copper, and \( \frac{dT}{dx} \) denotes the temperature gradient along the heat flow, which is calculated using the three-point backward Taylor's series approximation as follows:

\[ \frac{dT}{dx} = \frac{3T_3 - 4T_2 + T_1}{2\Delta x} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( T_1, T_2, \) and \( T_3 \) denote the temperatures along the heat flow as shown in Fig. 5b, and \( \Delta x \) denotes the distance between the adjacent thermocouples. The test surface temperature \( T_w \) is derived as follows:

\[ T_w = T_b - q \left( \frac{x_1}{K_{Cu}} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where \( T_b \) denotes the boiling surface temperature. Additionally, \( x_1 \) denotes the distance between the boiling surface and thermocouple \( T_1 \); and
The boiling HTCs are determined as follows:

$$h = \frac{q}{T_{w} - T_{sat}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $T_{sat}$ denotes the saturated temperature of water inside the pool.

The accuracy of the K-type thermocouples used in the present study is ± 0.2 °C. The thermal efficiency of the experimental setup is measured to exceed 90% in the present data range. The uncertainty of heat flux is determined by error transfer analysis [30] performed by Jai-kumar et al. [14] and Ji et al. [31] as follows:

$$\frac{\Delta q}{q} = \sqrt{\left(\frac{\Delta x}{x}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\Delta T_{w}}{k_{ch}} \cdot \frac{T_{w} - T_{sat}}{x \cdot q}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\Delta T_{sat}}{k_{ch}} \cdot \frac{T_{w} - T_{sat}}{x \cdot q}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\Delta T_{sat}}{k_{ch}} \cdot \frac{\Delta x}{x}\right)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Fig. 7 shows the variation in the uncertainty with respect to the heat flux. The value of uncertainty decreases sharply with increases in the heat flux. At low heat fluxes, the highest uncertainty is approximately 20% while the uncertainty is lower than 3% when the heat flux approaches the CHF. Prior to the boiling experiments, the water in the pool was boiled for at least 1 h to dissipate any incondensable gases. During the experimental procedures, the auxiliary heater that is connected with an electronic thermostat is used to control the bulk temperature of the pool. The power to the cartridge heater is increased in steps when the bulk liquid attains the saturation temperature. When the thermocouple fluctuations do not exceed ± 0.2 °C in a duration of 10 min, the temperatures are recorded by the data acquisition system. It is noted that all the tests in the present study are performed in atmospheric pressure conditions.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Boiling curves and HTCs

Four different surfaces, namely BS, TS1, TS2, and TS3 are tested in the present experiments, where BS serves as the baseline for comparisons of boiling enhancement performance. The experiments commenced from a low heat flux prior to the ONB point and stopped until the heat flux reached the CHF, and this is indicated by a sudden temperature rise. Fig. 8 shows the boiling curves and HTCs for all the four test surfaces. As shown in Fig. 1, the boiling curves of all the 3D heterogeneous wetting microchannel surfaces (TS1, TS2, and TS3) shifted to the left when compared to that of the BS (Fig. 8a), thereby indicating that the boiling heat transfer enhancement is obtained when compared to that of the bare surface. The wall superheat of BS maintained a moderate increase with increases in the heat flux. However, the profiles of boiling curve for the 3D microchannel surfaces are completely different. When the heat flux is low, the wall superheat slightly increases with increases in the heat flux. This is because the boiling in the region is not fully developed. With continuous increase in the heat flux, the wall superheat is sufficiently high to activate as many bubble nucleation sites as possible for fully developed boiling. When the boiling is fully developed, the wall superheat does not exhibit a significant change with increases in the heat flux, and this indicates that the applied heat is effectively dissipated by the boiling heat transfer with only a small temperature increment, thereby leading to a high HTC. As shown in Fig. 8b, the HTCs for all the four surfaces increase with increases in the heat flux. The 3D heterogeneous wetting microchannel surface (TS1, TS2, and TS3) significantly enhanced HTC. Specifically, the TS3 that exhibits hydrophobic inner surfaces and superhydrophilic
fin top surface exhibits the maximum HTC for certain heat fluxes in most cases. Additionally, with respect to the 3D microchannel surfaces with the same hydrophobic inner surface, HTC is inversely proportional to wettability, and thus an improvement in the wetting fin top surface (smaller contact angle on fin top surface, $\theta_{fts}$) leads to a decrease in the HTC.

4.2. Quantitative boiling performance comparisons

Four key parameters including $\Delta T_{ONB}$, $HTC_{max}$, CHF, and $\Delta T_{CHF}$ are used for the quantitative comparisons of boiling performance. Specifically, $\Delta T_{ONB}$ is a crucial parameter for electronic cooling since a delayed ONB could cause thermal shocks, which are specifically detrimental to the long-term system stability [32]. Fig. 9a shows the ONB for different surfaces. The results indicated that TS3 and BS exhibits the minimum and maximum $\Delta T_{ONB}$ corresponding to 1.0 °C and 9.6 °C, respectively, while TS1 and TS2 exhibits close $\Delta T_{ONB}$ values corresponding to 3.2 °C and 3.5 °C, respectively. Thus, when compared with the BS, the 3D heterogeneous microchannel surfaces of TS1, TS2, and TS3 reduced the $\Delta T_{ONB}$ by 6.4 °C, 6.1 °C, and 8.6 °C, respectively. The ONB is influenced by several factors such as cavity size, surface roughness, surface wettability, and surface morphology. The decrease in the $\Delta T_{ONB}$ of TS1, TS2 and TS3 than BS is explained in terms of two aspects. First, the inner surfaces of the 3D microchannel surface (EDMS) exhibits irregular porous microstructures with a wide size range of pores and cavities (Fig. 4b), and it is easy to activate bubble nucleation under a low superheat due to the gases trapped in the pores and cavities [33]. Second, EDMS is hydrophobic and exhibits a lower interfacial energy barrier for liquid/vapor phase change when compared with that of the hydrophilic BS [21]. In addition to the microstructured hydrophobic inner surface, TS3 exhibits a nanostructured superhydrophobic fin top surface. The synergistic effects of micro/nano structures and superhydrophobicity are responsible for the lowest $\Delta T_{ONB}$ of TS3.

Fig. 9b shows the maximum HTC on different surfaces where TS3 exhibits the maximum HTC of 365.0 kW/m² K, which is 6.3 times that of BS (50.3 kW/m² K). Based on the classic microconvection model of Mikic and Rohsenow [34], the HTC of the heterogeneous wetting surface is described as follows:
HTC = \frac{2(\pi\rho_c\rho_v)\dot{q}}{\left(f^{0.5}d^2n_l\right)_{\text{inner surface}} + \left(f^{0.5}d^2n_l\right)_{\text{fin top surface}}} \tag{6}

where \(k_c\), \(\rho_c\), and \(\rho_v\) denote the conductivity, density, and heat capacity, respectively, of the liquid phase, \(f\) denotes the frequency of bubble departure, \(d\) denotes the diameter of bubble departure, \(n_l\) denotes the density of active nucleation site. When compared to the BS with randomly distributed sparse cavities (Fig. 4a), TS1, TS2, and TS3 exhibit numerous pores or cavities with sizes ranging from hundreds of nanometers to several micrometers, and this can potentially contribute to the higher HTC. The influence of wettability on the active nucleation sites is described as follows [35]:

\[
\frac{n_{\text{min}}}{n_{\text{max}}} = \frac{\delta_1 K_1}{2K_2} \left[1 + \sqrt{1 - \frac{8K_1 p_T \Delta T_w}{\rho_v \Delta T_{CH} \delta_1 K_1}}\right]
\tag{7}
\]

where \(\delta_1\) denotes the thickness of thermal boundary layer, \(\sigma\) denotes the interfacial tension, \(T_{CH}\) denotes the saturated temperature, \(\Delta T_{CH}\) denotes the frequency of bubble departure, \(K_1\) and \(K_2\) are constants determined by wetting property, and \(K_1 = \sin^2 \theta, K_2 = 1 + \cos^2 \theta\). As shown in Eq. (7), the size range of activated nucleation sites increases with increases in the contact angles. Given that TS1, TS2, and TS3 exhibit the same inner surface, the difference in HTC is assumed as caused by the differences in the fin top surface based on Eq. (6). Based on Eq. (7), a more hydrophobic top surface with a higher contact angle leads to a higher HTC, and this explains as to why TS3 exhibits the maximum HTC.

Fig. 9c shows the CHF values of BS, TS1, TS2, and TS3 that correspond to 101.6 W/cm², 155.6 W/cm², 162.7 W/cm², and 138.9 W/cm², respectively. The CHF occurs in the case that bubbles are sufficiently large to merge and form a continuous vapor film between the liquid and the heated surface, thereby preventing the liquid rewetting and leading to a sharp increase in the wall superheat. Given the strong nonlinear nature of the thermofluidic transport processes occurring near the heated surface, it is extremely difficult to establish a consensus physical model. A widely-used CHF model of boiling on a plain surface was developed by Zuber [36] and was based on Helmholtz instability that merges individual bubble columns. The typical pitch (corresponding to the critical instability wavelength) \(\lambda\) between the bubble columns is determined by the Taylor Instability as follows:

\[
\lambda_p = 2\pi \sqrt{\frac{3\sigma}{8(\rho_l - \rho_v)}} \tag{8}
\]

where \(\sigma\) denotes the interfacial tension, and \(\rho_l\) and \(\rho_v\) denote liquid and vapor densities, respectively. In the present study, the CHF value of BS is 101.6 W/cm², and this is close to the predicted CHF value of 110 W/cm² as given by Zuber’s model. The CHF enhancement in TS1, TS2, and TS3 is interpreted in terms of two mechanisms. First, the porous and microstructures of TS1, TS2, and TS3 provide several active nucleation sites, and the random distance of cavities changes the instability wavelength. Hence, Zuber’s model is extended to a surface with pores and microstructures, and the enhanced CHF is obtained as follows [37]:

\[
q_{CHF, eff} = q_{CHF, p} \left(\frac{\lambda_p}{\lambda_{\text{eff}}}\right)^{0.5} \tag{9}
\]

where \(q_{CHF, p}\) denotes the CHF of plain surface, and \(\lambda_p\) and \(\lambda_{\text{eff}}\) denote the critical instability wavelengths. It is not easy to determine the practical \(\lambda_{\text{eff}}\) with the current surface structures and the \(q_{CHF, eff}\) is 738 W/cm² assuming that \(\lambda_p\) corresponds to the pitch of microchannels (600 μm). However, the maximum CHF obtained with TS2 is 162.7 W/cm², and this indicates that other limiting factor can limit the increase in CHF. Second, another mechanism for CHF is attributed to the capillary wicking limit. A surface with a high capillary pumping force brings liquid back to the heated surface, and this prevents the occurrence of dry-out and delays the onset of CHF [38]. Furthermore, a hydrophobic surface exhibits better affinity with liquid than a hydrophobic surface, thereby leading to the CHF enhancement.

In the present study, the TS2 exhibits nanostructured hydrophilic surfaces in which the synergistic effects of nanostructures and hydrophilicity lead to a high capillary pumping force and good liquid affinity, thereby enhancing the liquid rewetting and delaying the occurrence of dry-out. Furthermore, the CHF is also affected by the balance between liquid rewetting and vapor escaping. Based on the investigations by Ji et al. [31], a well-designed porous surface for boiling should be multiscale with small pores enhancing the capillary liquid pumping effect and large pore facilitating the escape of vapor. With respect to the fin top surface of TS2, as shown in Fig. 4c, the hydrophilic nanostructured particle stacks and particle clusters provide high capillary liquid pumping force while the gulls among the talks and clusters facilitate the escape of vapor. Jo et al. [29] investigated boiling characteristics with controlled wetting patterns and micro-posts. It is observed that the micro-posts interrupt bubble expansion and postpone the process wherein the bubbles merge into a large vapor mushroom and blanket the heated surface. The fin between the microchannels in the present study plays a role similar to the micro-post in the study performed by Jo et al. [29], and this delays the bubbles coalescence from two successive microchannels and is a potentially reasonable explanation for the increase in CHF. Furthermore, the wall superheat corresponding to CHF (\(\Delta T_{CHF}\)) is also an important parameter in the application of electronic cooling with respect to the phase change [32]. The \(\Delta T_{CHF}\) for BS, TS1, TS2, and TS3 are 20.5 °C, 10.5 °C, 5.6 °C, and 3.9 °C, respectively. Comprehensive comparisons of \(\Delta T_{ONB}, \Delta T_{CHF}\) with respect to the different surfaces indicate that all the 3D heterogeneous wetting microchannel surfaces enhance boiling performance to a certain extent. However, different types of wettability combinations of the inner surface and fin top surface potentially do not satisfy the demand in which all the parameters of boiling should simultaneously achieve their optimum values. It is recommended that the optimal choice should be determined based on the goal of specific applications.

4.3. Bubble dynamics visualization

In order to further understand boiling mechanisms for the 3D heterogeneous wetting surface, bubble dynamics corresponding to the cases of ONB and HTCmax are visualized with a high-speed camera. Fig. 10 shows the bubble patterns for ONB. With respect to the BS (Fig. 10a), nucleation bubbles are randomly distributed at the plain surface due to the sparse cavities as shown in Fig. 4a. Nucleation bubbles occur at both the inside of the microchannel and fin top surface of the TS1 (Fig. 10b) and TS3 (Fig. 10d), and more nucleation sites are observed on TS3 than those on TS1. Based on Eq. (7), increases in contact angle on the fin top surface leads to a wider range of active nucleation sites. It should be noted that bubble nucleation on TS2 (Fig. 10c) is observed to only occur at the inside of microchannel. This is because the superhydrophilic fin top surface requires more superheat than the hydrophobic inner surface to overcome the energy barrier of the phase change [21]. Furthermore, the sizes of the detached bubbles over the heated surface are observed to increase with increases in the \(\Delta T_{ONB}\) and this is potentially because increasing superheat lead to increases in the bubble growth rate.

Fig. 11 shows the bubble developing process for different surfaces corresponding to the cases of the maximum HTCs. The time interval between two successive pictures is 15 ms. With respect to BS with a slight hydrophilic property (Fig. 11a), the small bubble hills with liquid valleys in between are adhered to the heated surface (0 ms), and the bubble hills subsequently grow and aggregate in to a large bubble with a hollow well in the center (15 ms). It is inferred that the hollow well potentially provides a route for liquid rewetting to the heated surface. From 30 ms to 60 ms, the bubbles continue to increase with a higher growth rate in the horizontal direction as opposed to the vertical direction (\(U_T > U_r\)) and form an oblate shape bubble. The hollow well in the center of the oblate bubble disappears until the bubble detaches...
from the heated surface. Fig. 11b shows the bubble development on TS1 where the unsynchronized bubble growth forms several bubble hills with different sizes. Valleys continue to exist between the small bubble hills and large bubble hills and serve as liquid supply routes to the heated surface (0–30 ms). The valleys are closed when the small bubble hills are eaten by the large bubble hill (45–60 ms) and form a conical shape bubble ($U_h < U_v$). In this case, the liquid supply to the heated surface is only achieved through the gap between the conical bubble bottom and heated surface.

The bubbles left on the heated surface after the former bubble detachment are extremely small for TS2 (Fig. 11c). When the former bubble detaches, a thin vapor cloud exists and links the detaching bubble and heated surface (0 ms). Vapor jetting accompanied by bubble growth and aggregation is observed on the heated surface (15–30 ms), and makes the whole bubble appear similar to a swimming duck (45 ms). When the vapor jetting disappears, an oblate bubble with hollow well in the center is observed (60–75 ms). With respect to TS3 (Fig. 11d), the bubbles on the heated surface exhibit uniform sizes (0 ms) and their growth and coalescence appear synchronous and form four bubble hills with similar sizes (15–30 ms). It should be noted that the valley among the bubble hills appears to close (40 ms) and the bubble shape with four hills is maintained despite the continuous bubble growth.

The analysis of the bubble shape development on different surfaces identifies two new bubble growth patterns. The first type bubble growth pattern is termed as oblate bubble growth (OBG) in which the bubble growth rate in the horizontal direction exceeds that in the vertical direction. In this type of bubble growth pattern, liquid wells typically exist in the interior of the oblate bubble (Fig. 12a). The liquid supply to the heated surface proceeds through both the liquid wells and the gaps between the oblate bubble bottom and the heated surface. The second type bubble growth pattern is termed conical bubble growth (CBG) in which a conical shape bubble (Fig. 12b) or several conical bubbles (Fig. 11d) are formed due to a higher bubble growth rate in vertical than that in horizontal. The liquid supply is only accomplished by the gaps between the bubble bottom and the heated surface. The bubble
shapes are either oblate or conical and are affected by the interactions of the leaving vapor and returning liquid near the heated surface. The forces applied on a vapor bubble include interfacial tension force, buoyancy force, and inertial force. The inertial effect is typically assumed to be neglected for the thermal bubble growth in a static liquid, and the bubble detaches from the heated surface when the buoyancy force exceeds the interfacial tension force. However, with respect to an enhanced boiling surface with a strong capillary liquid pumping ability, the inertial effect caused by the returning liquid is sufficiently high to affect the bubble growth pattern and bubble detachment. It is inferred that the oblate bubble growth pattern is caused by the inertial effect of the returning liquid, and this induces a squeezing effect on the growing bubble.

5. Conclusions

In the study, three types of 3D heterogeneous wetting microchannel surfaces were designed, fabricated, and characterized. Pool boiling experiments were conducted with the surfaces, and mechanisms for boiling heat transfer enhancement were discussed. From the test results and discussion, the following conclusions were drawn:

- 3D heterogeneous wetting microchannel surfaces (TS1, TS2, and TS3) with identical contact angles corresponding to 113.2° for the inner surface and contact angles of 88.6°, 8.6°, and 156.1°, respectively, for the fin top surfaces were fabricated via EDM and surface modification technologies. Multiscale pores and micro/nano compound microstructures were identified via SEM.
- The highest HTC for different 3D microchannel surfaces increased with increases in the contact angle of the fin top surface. The maximum HTC of 365.0 kW/m² was obtained with TS3, which is 6.3 times that of BS. Furthermore, a higher contact angle of the fin top surface led to a lower ΔTonb and a smaller CHF. The lowest ΔTonb of 1.0 °C was obtained with TS3, and this was reduced by 8.6 °C when compared with that of the BS. The highest CHF of 162.7 W/cm² was achieved with TS2 with a superhydrophilic fin top.
Synergistic effects of heterogeneous wettability and microstructures on boiling performance are summarized in terms of two aspects: (1) The multiscale pores and micro/nano compound structures provided numerous bubble nucleation sites while the hydrophobicity lowered the energy barrier for liquid/vapor phase change and increased the size range of active bubble nucleation sites. Thus, the $\Delta T_{ONB}$ decreased and HTC increased; (2) The microstructures provided a high capillary liquid pumping ability to draw the liquid back to the heated surface while the hydrophilicity strengthened the affinity of liquid with the heated surface. Thus, the CHF increased.

Two new bubble growth patterns, namely “oblate bubble growth (OBG)” and “conical bubble growth (CBG)”, were identified via visualization. The bubble growth patterns were observed as closely related to the liquid supply route to the heated surface. The CBG appeared when the liquid supply was only achieved through the gaps between the growing bubble and heated surface. Conversely, the OBG occurred in the case where the liquid supply proceeded through both the liquid wells in the interior of the oblate bubble and gaps between the bubble and heated surface.

The study provided original and deep insights into the synergistic effects of the wettability and microstructures on boiling heat transfer enhancement and acted as a guideline for the optimal design of novel boiling surfaces with excellent performance.
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